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A NEW CHARACTERIZATION OF

THE F SET OF A RATIONAL FUNCTION(1)

BY

MARILYN K. OBA AND TOM S. PITCHER

Abstract. In the early part of this century G. Julia and P. Fatou extensively

studied the iteration of functions on the complex plane. More recently Hans Brolin

reopened the investigation. In this paper, we are interested in the F set which is the

set of points at which the family of iterates of a given rational function R is not normal

and in a measure which is in some sense naturally imposed on the F set by the iterates

oîR.

We construct a sequence of probability measures via the inverse functions of the

iterates of R and almost any starting point. The measure of primary interest is the

weak limit of such sequences. These weak limits are supported by F and have certain

invariance properties. We establish that this weak limit measure is unique and is

ergodic with respect to the transformation R on the F set for a large class of rational

functions. In the course of the proof of uniqueness we develop expressions for the

logarithmic potential function and for the energy integral of F. We also establish

inequalities for the capacity of the F set which become equalities for the polynomial

case.

0. Preliminaries.    Let R(z)=P(z)/Q(z) be a rational function of degree N, N at

least two, where P is a monic polynomial and Q a polynomial. We also assume that

P and Q have no common roots. The sequence of iterates {Rn(z)} is defined by

7?o(z) = z,    R,(z) = Riz),   Rn + ,(z) = R(Rn(z))       « = 1, 2,...,

where z takes on values from the extended complex plane, Ô, with its topology as

the compactified Riemann sphere.

If w = Rn(z) we say that w is a successor of z and z is a predecessor of w, in both

cases of order n.lf w = Rn(w) and Rp(w) ̂  w when p< n, we say that w is a fixpoint

of order «. The derivative R'n(w) is called the multiplier of w. The successor of a

fixpoint of order « is a fixpoint of order «. Furthermore, the set {w, R(w), R2(w),

..., Rn-,(w)} is called a cycle of order «, and all fixpoints of an «-cycle have the

same multiplier since Rn(w) = Ylkzl R'(Rk(w))- A fixpoint w (or a cycle) of order n

is called attractive, indifferent or repulsive according as |7^(w)|<l, =1, or > 1

respectively.

The set F consists of those points at which the sequence (7?n(z)} is not normal in

the sense of Montel (see Fatou [2]). An alternate characterization for F is the
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closure of the set of repulsive fixpoints. (See Brolin [1, Theorem 4.1, p. 109], or

Julia [4, p. 48].) We shall use the first characterization. The reader may refer to [1]

for the results of this section and for the monic polynomial case of §111.

One easily sees from the definition of F that F is closed and completely invariant

under R, i.e., R.1(F) = F=R(F).

I. The exceptional points. For the rest of the paper we shall assume that the

degree of P is greater than the degree of Q. In this case the point at infinity will

be an attractive fixpoint if and only if the coefficient of zw_1 in Q has absolute value

less than one. Since attractive fixpoints are outside the F set it will then be compact;

in particular, this is the case when the degree of P exceeds the degree of Q by at

least two. In general, the F set is a compact subset of the Riemann sphere.

We shall call a cycle {z0, zu..., zm} a maximal cycle if R(z)=zt has zi_1 as its

only solution, and R(z)=z0 has zm as its only solution. We shall see later that 777=0

or 1.

By Montel's theorem, in every neighborhood of w e F the functions Rn omit at

most two values. These, if they occur, are called exceptional points. We next

characterize the exceptional points as points of maximal cycles. Such points will be

of importance in what follows.

Theorem 1. A point belongs to a maximal cycle if and only if it is an exceptional

point. Such points are attractive fixpoints and consequently not in F.

Proof. Points in maximal cycles are attractive fixpoints, in fact, R'(z0)=0 if z0

belongs to a maximal cycle. Let z0 and zx be consecutive points in a maximal cycle ;

z0 is not necessarily different from Zj. Then the equation R(z) — z1 = 0 leads us to

the equation P(z) = (z—z0)N-z1Q(z). We have obtained

R(z) = (z-z0)N/Q(z)-z1

and

R'(z) = [N(z-Zo)N-1Q(z)-(z-Zo)NQ'(z)]/Q2(z),

so |2?'(z0)| =0. In order for 00 to belong to a maximal cycle, R(z) must either be a

polynomial or R(z)=l/czN. In the first case 00 is an attractive fixpoint of order one;

the second case is outside the class under consideration. Hence any point of a

maximal cycle is an attractive fixpoint, and thus belongs to the complement of F.

Now suppose z0 belongs to a maximal cycle {z0, zit..., zm}. Let w be any point

in F, and let U be any neighborhood of w not intersecting the maximal cycle, then

{Rn(z)} n {z0, zu ■ ■ ■, zm} = 0 for any n and any z in U by the nature of a maximal

cycle. Hence, z0 and, in fact, all the points of the maximal cycle are exceptional

points.

On the other hand, let z0 be an exceptional point. z0 may be the only exceptional

point and consequently its only predecessor and successor, in which case z0 is a

maximal one-cycle. The other possibility is the existence of two exceptional points

z0 and zlf so that z0 may have the point zx as a predecessor.
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In this latter case, consideration of the equations 7?(z)-z0=0 and R(z)-z,=0

where R(z)=P(z)/Q(z) leads to

P(z)-z0Q(z) = (z-z0y(z-z,y-\

Piz)-z,Qiz) = (z-z0r(z-z,)N-m.

Now suppose « < m, then subtracting the two equations above,

Q(z) = (z,-z0)-i[(z-zoy(z-z,y-"'][(z-z,r-»-(z-z0r-»].

Multiplying the first equation by z, and the second by z0, then subtracting, we

obtain

P(z) = (z1-Zo)-1[(z-z0)"(z-z1)"-m][z1(z-zir-"-z0(z-zor-n].

Since P and Q have no common factors, these equations imply that «=0 and

m=N, thus P(z)-z0Q(z) = (z-z,)N. In this instance {z0, z,} must be a maximal

two-cycle.

Supposing instead that «j < «, a similar computation shows that {z0} is a maximal

one-cycle.

The assumption n = m leads us to z0 = z, or the first case where z0 is the only

exceptional point and hence a maximal one-cycle. We conclude that the exceptional

points are points of maximal cycles.

Corollary. A maximal cycle is at most of length two.

Theorem 2. We have R(z)=P(z)/Q(z) where P and Q are polynomials, P with

leading coefficient one. Suppose that the degree of P=N>degree of Q and N^2.

We can characterize the occurrence of maximal cycles, i.e., exceptional points, as

follows:

(i) degree of Q=0: In this case {oo} is a maximal one-cycle. There may be no

other one-cycles or one other finite one-cycle, say {z0}. In the latter case P(z)

= (z-z0)N + z0Q.

(ii) degree of Q>0: There may be one finite maximal one-cycle {z0} in which event

P(z) = (z — z0)N + z0Q(z). Secondly, we may have two finite maximal one-cycles {z0}

and {z,}, then

p(z) = (z,-z0)-i[z,(z-z0y-z0(z-z,y],

Q(z) = (z,-z0)-i[(z-zoy-(z-z,y].

Thirdly, R(z) may produce a single maximal two-cycle {z0, z,} in which case

P(z) = (z1-z0)-1[z1(z-zir-Zo(z-z0)N],

Q(z) = (z^zoy^z-z^-k-zo)»].

Proof, (i) R(z) is a polynomial so {oo} is a maximal one-cycle. Suppose we have

a finite maximal one-cycle {z0}. Since z0 is the only solution of 7?(z) — z0=0, we have

P(z)-z0Q = (z-zoy.
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(ii) We suppose that the degree of Q > 0. Again suppose we have only one finite

maximal one-cycle {z0}. In this case P(z) — z0Q(z) = (z—z0)N so P takes the form

P(z) = (z-Zo)N + zQQ(z).

Suppose we have two maximal one-cycles {z0} and {zi}. Then R(z)—z0=0 has

one solution z0, and R(z)—Zj = 0 has one solution zlt so P(z)—z0Q(z)=(z — z0)N

and P(z)-z1Q(z)=(z-z1)N, or

P(z) = (z-z0)N + z0Q(z)   and   P(z) = (z-zj»+zxQ(z).

Subtracting, we obtain

Q(z) = (z.-ZoY^z-ZoY^z-z.Y].

Thus

P(z) = (z-ZoY + (zol(z1-z0))[(z-z0Y-(z-z1Y]

= (Z! -ZoY1 [z,(z - ZoY - z0(z - z,Y].

Finally, we consider the case of maximal cycles of length two. Let the maximal

cycle be {z0, zj. From the equations P(z)—z0Q(z) = (z—z1Y and P(z)—z1Q(z)

= (z—ZoY we obtain

P(z) = (z1-z0)-1[z1(z-z1Y-Zo(z-ZoY],

Q(z) = (z1-z0)-1[(z-zir-(z-zor].

II. The weak limit measure and its support F. The results of this section extend

the results of Brolin [1] which treat the monic polynomial case. This section and the

next provide a new characterization of the F set as the support of a particular

measure, the weak limit measure.

Lemma 1. Given that P and Q have no common roots, then Pk and Qk also have

no common roots for all k. We have the following expressions for the iterates of R:

P _ QNP o R QNkPkoR     Pk+i

Q'     2     QNQoR'    ••'   *k+1     QNkQkoR     Qk+1'

Proof. By hypothesis Pj and gi have no common roots. Let us suppose now that

Pn and Qn have no common roots and consider Pn +1 and ß„ +1 :

Pn + 1  =  QmPn(PlQ)     and      Ô„ + 1  =   ÔN"ôn(P/Ô).

If w is a common root of Pn + i and Qn+1 we have

QN\w)Pn(R(w)) = 0   and    QN \w) ■ Qn(R(w)) = 0.

Since Pn and Qn cannot have R(w) as a common root, these equations imply that

QN"(w) = 0; i.e., Q(w) = 0. But then

0 = QNn(w)Pn(P(w)/Q(w))

= P(w)Nn + aP(wYn-1Q(w)+ ■■■= (P(w)Yn

which contradicts the hypothesis.
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We now wish to construct a measure on the extended complex plane. Let z0 be a

point which does not belong to a maximal cycle. Define {pn} to be the following

sequence of probability measures on the Borel «r-field, 3S.

Po places weight 1 at z0.

P, places weight N ~1 at the N predecessors of order 1 of z0.

pn places weight N~n at the 7Vtt predecessors of order 1 of z0.

The weights are placed at each predecessor according to its multiplicity as a zero of

Rn(z)—z0=0 and Lemma 1 assures us that this equation has exactly Nn solutions

counted according to their multiplicities.

Consider the following sequence of probability measures:

1     n

"n = —TT 2 P«> " =  !>2>    •••
«+1 i = o

This sequence of probability measures on the compactified Riemann sphere has a

subsequence {vnic} tending to a weak limit probability measure p, i.e., ¡fdvn¡c -> j" fdp

as k -> oo for all continuous /.

For arbitrary/, set Af(z)=N~1 ^{w.Mw)=z)f(w).

Lemma 2. j Afdp = \fidpfor any integrable Borel measurable fi.

Proof. For continuous /

Afdp = lim ——¡- 2    Afidpi
J fc-co «fc+1 i = 0J

1 "k      1

= lim«-Tï2>7ï   2   aaz)
k-*co "k^ l ( = 0 iV   Rt(z) = z0

= lim 7TT 2    /^rt + i =    /<//*•
fc-.a> «fc-r l ¡ = oJ J

The result is now extended to y0 for 0 open by using a sequence fn of continuous

functions with/n f xo- The sets 7i for which J /ixs dp=i xb dp are easily seen to

form a a-algebra so that all Borel sets have the property. The extension to Borel

measurable functions is done in the usual way.

Lemma 3. If co is any A-invariant probability measure, fand g are Borel measur-

able and B is a Borel set, then

ii) jiAf)-gdco=lf(goR)dw,
(ii) jgdco=jgoRdw,

(iii) a>(R-i(B)) = to(B),

(iv) to(R(B))^Nto(B).

((i) and (ii) hold whenever the integrals involved exist.)
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Proof. An easy computation yields A(f-g o R) = (Af)-g and (i), (ii) and (iii)

follow from this. Since A%Biz) ̂ N ~ ̂ «»(z) we have

<B) =jXBd<o=j AiXB) dw S; N-^iRiB)).

Lemma 4. An A-invariant probability measure w can have atoms only on points

of a maximal cycle.

Proof. Suppose that cu({£}) = o¡0 > 0. Using Lemma 2,

«o =    XtoOO c2cu(z) = N~1\    2   XroW^W
J J   R(V»-=Z

= N~1\\    2     X<o(w)|-Jft«o)(z)<k»(z)

= Mr-1««*©})

where fcj is the multiplicity of $ as a solution to 2?(w) = R(Ç) ; ki^N. Hence ax

=<o({R(Ç)}) = N1~1ao^a0. Similarly, a2=a>({R2(Ç)}) = Nk2~1a0'¿:a1^a0 where k2 is

the multiplicity of 2?(£) as a solution to R(z) = 2?2(£), etc.

In order that œ not exceed one in total weight, £ must be a fixpoint of some

order, say n. So we have a cycle {£, R(Ç),..., 2?n_i(£)} with respective weights

a0, au ..., an_u Now the monotonicity of the a('s forces them all to be equal since

a0 ̂  c¡! ̂  • • • ̂  an _ j g oí0. Consequently, each A:¡ = TV, and the cycle is a maximal

cycle.

Lemma 5. p. is nonatomic.

Proof. Suppose £ belongs to a maximal cycle, by Lemma 4, these are the only

points at which p can have an atom. If £ belongs to a maximal cycle of length one,

let U be an open neighborhood of £ such that R(U)^U and z0 £ ¿7. This is possible

since £ is an attractive fixpoint of order one. If £ and £' constitute a maximal two-

cycle, each is an attractive fixpoint of order two. Let U' be a small neighborhood

of £' excluding z0. Pick U to be an open set containing £ such that 2?2((7)£ U and

R(U)Z U', U also excluding z0, then |J"=o 2fn(£/)ç (7 u ¿7'.

In both cases, it is easily seen that iin(£/)=0 for all n and hence p(U)=0.

Theorem 3. F is the support of p.

Proof. If £ e Fc there is a neighborhood L7 of £ such that {Rn} is normal in U.

Let Cc be a subset of U which is a relatively compact, open neighborhood of £ and

a /^-continuity set (i.e., (ö67c)=0) so that p(0¿)=lim vnj(6K). Then if £ belongs to the

support of p, there is a sequence {nk} such that rink(&d=N~k (number of zeros of

Rnk(z)—z0 in c7{)^e>0. This implies that the number of zeros of Rnic(z)-z0 in C\

approaches oo as k -> oo.

Since {Rn} is normal in U, we may extract a subsequence of {nk} which converges

uniformly in compact subsets of U. We shall retain the notation {nk} for such a
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subsequence. Then Rnic converges uniformly to some meromorphic L on 0:. If L

is not constant there is a small circle about £ where L(w)—z0 is bounded away

from 0. By Rouché's theorem, for large enough k, L(w) — zQ and Rnk(w) — z0 must

have the same number of zeros, i.e., L(w)=z0.

Now let/be any function such that/is continuous, f(z0) = 1 and/äO. Then

¡fdp = J7° Rnk dp Z £ /o Rnk dp ̂ fi(z0)p(<P¿ = p(0,) > 0.

Thus p must have an atom at z0, which is impossible, so the support of juSF.

To show the reverse inclusion, suppose £ e F and there is a neighborhood 0

containing £ with p(0)=0. By Lemma 3, p(Rn(ß))=0, « = 1,2,..., so that

p(C- {exceptional points})=((J£= o Rni®)) = 0 which would imply that p was atomic.

III. The uniqueness and ergodicity of the weak limit measure.   Let !F be a

countable set of continuous functions dense in the set of continuous functions on

C in the uniform norm sense. Let

Cf = \z : ——r 2 Akfiz) converges as « -> co I

for each / in &. By the ergodic theorem of Hopf, p{Cf) = 1 for any ^4-invariant

probability measure p. Let c&=Ç\S(ip C, — {exceptional points}, then /*(#) = 1 for

any nonatomic ¿l-invariant probability measure.

Lemma 6. For any z in <6 and any continuous function f on C we have that

■¡^l 2 A"fiz) = J /*«•,* -*■ J fdPz   asn^oo

where ps is the measure constructed above using z as a starting point.

Proof. Trivial.

Set

f(z) = lim -L- J ¿*/(z).
It-.«  «"T 1   k = 0

This limit exists for all z in ^ and all continuous / by Lemma 6. If p is any A-

invariant measure this limit exists p-a.e. for any/belonging to L,(F, âS, p).

Lemma 7. For to any nonatomic A-invariant probability measure and any continuous

f we have

jfdto=jfdto=j(jfdp^dto.

Proof. By the dominated convergence theorem
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We wish now to show that there is only one ^-invariant nonatomic probability

measure p and to compute its logarithmic potential function

u(z) =    log \z — w\~1dp(w)

and its energy integral

lip) =      log \z- w\ -1 dpiz) dp-iw).

Lemma 8. Suppose Q(z) = cY[f=i(z-q¡), then

1      M

^ log |ôl(2) = log kl+^ 2 log 1^(^)1.

Proof.
1 1 M

Alog\Q\(z) = ±   2   loglÖMl =4log  c"U   II  (*-?>)
JV fi(W) = 2 JV 1 = 1 R(W) = Z

1      M

= log |c|-+-^ 2 l°g l^(^)-^ß(^)|
" )=1

1      M

= logk|4-^2log|Pfe)|.

We have used here the fact that T\Bm=z(q-w)=P(q)-zQ(q).

Theorem 4. For R(z)=P(z)/Q(z), P and Q polynomials with the leading co-

efficient of P equal to one and the degree of P=N~^the degree of Q + 2, the weak

limit measure pz is unique; i.e., pz is independent of z where z is any nonexceptional

point. In fact, all nonatomic A-invariant probability measures are identical. Further-

more, the logarithmic potential function and the energy integral of this p are given by

1   °°
(i) u(w) = — Tr 2 2V~' log | ß ° Rj(w)\   for any w m p>

N y = o

I(n) = Y^ñ¡log \Q(w)\dp(w)

(H) 1 1        *

= r—loglcl+^-^JloglPfe)!

where Qiz) = cU^i^-q>y

Proof. We first need the formula for the logarithmic potential function. For £

in C we have

u(w) = j log j^j dp¿z) = j A* log r^-n dp¿z)

=   \n-«(     2      logr-UWz)
J       \xM~»     \y-w\J

=iNAloëjR^\+loëm^\}d^z)-
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IfweF, log |Rk(w) -z\ -x £ log (diameter of F)-1 for z e F, so

u(w)±hnN-k\log^dp¿z)

= lim -Ar-*log|ßk(w)|

= lim -(7V-klog|ß|w,i-1-l-Af-klog|ßfc_1oÄ|)(w)
k-*oo

= •••= ~2N-'loe\QoRj(w)\.
ly i = 0

Now for arbitrary w, if Rk(w) -> oo then log \Rk(w)—z\~1 -> — oo for all z in F,

so by a similar computation

«M* —^2 ^-ylog|ôoic/w)|.
JV i=0

If wk -> w e F, and lim,_ M |7?/wfc)| =co, then

m(w) = lim    min ( log -¡-» T j o>t
r-.=J \      |w-z|     /

= lim lim    min (log i-,, T) dp,
r-.ok-.oj \ |Wfc-z|        /

^ lim inf -i J A"' log | g « Tt/vv^.
ÍC-.00 JV  y=0

It remains to find a sequence {wk} for which the last limit can be taken term by

term. If M=0 so that ß is constant, this can easily be done. Otherwise set L=N—M

and proceed as follows: for large enough a, \z\^a implies

(i) |7*(z)|>2|z|,

(ii) \R(z)\ib\z\'-,

(iii) |ß(z)|^|z|M,and

(iv) |ß(z)|^l

where b is some constant. For w in F we can find a sequence {wk} converging to w

such that for each wk there is an l=l(k) with iTc/w^l <a for j<l and a^ 17^,(^)1

< 2a, since otherwise there would be a neighborhood F of w for which R,(V) missed

the entire annulus a^\z\ <2a. For j<l(k) we have

N-'logS è N-'log \Q » Rjwk)\ Ú N-'logy

where

S = inf{|ß(z)| : \z\ < a} > 0   and   y = sup{|g(z)| : \z\ < a} < co.

For fe lik),

0 Ú TV"'log \Q°R,(wk)\ Ú N-j(logb + Mlog \R,(wk)\)

Ú N-'(\ogb + Mlog |7?;_,(7?,K))|)
g AT'(log b + M((L+ - - ■ +L'->) log b+V-1 log ̂ (wJI))

^ AT-'(log b+M((L+ ■ - • +£,'-') log b+V~l log (2a)))

^ K(L/N)K
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Thus the limit above can be taken term by term, and the formula for the loga-

rithmic potential is justified.

We can now obtain the formula for I(pc) for any £ in C. Using the Fubini and

dominated convergence theorems

2(ft) = J j log Tj——^ dp¿z) dp¿w) = j S(w) dp¿w)

~-jfl X n ~j iog i ß ° r^\ d^w)

= -^{ÍoN-^\log\Qiw)\dp¿w)

= T^ñ) 1°slß(w)l<Ww)

= T±ñj A log \Qiw)\dp¿w)

1 J M
= T-Jilog\c\+-mrrW)^log\Piqj)\.

We shall next show the uniqueness of fic for all £ in C. Let £x and £2 be in C.

Let o=p.il — p^. 2(|tr|)^2(/x?1— /xÎ2)<oo. Now using Fubini's Theorem again

lio) = J" (I log \z- w\ -1) dÍpKíiz)-p¿z)) do-iw)

= Usiw)-Siw))daiw) = 0.

So, by Theorem 16.42 of Hille [3, p. 241], fr1=pt:2. Since £x and £2 are arbitrary in

C, we have shown that all £ in C produce identical /¿t. Finally, by Lemma 7, if

/xc=p for all £ in C, and if v is any nonatomic yl-invariant probability measure then

for all continuous/, so v=/a.

Theorem 5. For Riz)=Piz)/Qiz) with P a monic polynomial and Q a polynomial

such that the degree of P^ the degree of Q + 2, p is ergodic with respect to the

transformation R where p is the unique A-invariant nonatomic probability measure.

Proof. If R'1iB) = B a.e. and B is a Borel set, then for any Borel measurable/

in la,

\XBfd*=\(nTïktoXB°Rk)fdli

= \Áélk%oÁkf)d^\fd"\^

i.e., xb is a constant a.e.
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In general, for compact E^ C either I(v) is infinite for all probability measures

supported on E, or there exists a unique v0, called the equilibrium measure, which

minimizes I(v). In this case the capacity C of E is defined by C = exp [ — I(v0)]. The

above facts can be found in Hille [3]. Brolin [1] proved that p is the equilibrium

measure when 7? is a polynomial.

We will write \\f\\p for the uniform norm of/on F; i.e.,

f\\F = sup {\f(z)\ :zeF}.

Theorem 6. We have

exp (a¿i J"log le| *) - c = Ifil^*""

p is the equilibrium measure if and only if Q is constant; i.e., R is a polynomial, and in

this case C=Q1KN-1K

Proof. Let v be the equilibrium measure. Then

log c = -m s -m = ̂  J log i g| dp,

or

exP (âtttJl°z 121 <**) = c-

We also have C=limfc^00 (\\Tk\\F)llk where Tk is the fcth Tchebycheff poly-

nomial for F, i.e., the monic polynomial of degree k with minimum \\Tk\\F. Since

R(F)^F,

\\TnA¥nN =  \\QnTn°R\\VnN â  \Q\V\Tn\V".

Taking limits on « we get C^\\Q\\F'NC1IN from which the desired inequality

follows.

If ß is constant we have

c= |ßH/w-i) = exp(-7(i.)).

On the other hand, if p is the equilibrium measure then u is constant almost every-

where on F so that

u(w) = u(R(w)) = -I | AT"' log |ß o 7íJ+1(w)|
JV í=0

= Ar«(H0+log|ß|(w),

and ß must be constant.
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